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Huntington Society of Canada: Joins Forces with SPARTAN RACE Workout  

 
(Kitchener, Ontario) July 14, 2015 – Have you ever thought to yourself; “I’m just not fit enough to 
do an obstacle course race. I need time to train!” Well now is your chance to really find out if you 
have what it takes to compete in the toughest obstacle course race on the planet - SPARTAN 
RACE. 
 
Joining forces with the Huntington Society of Canada, Spartan Race will be holding its 
extremely popular Workout Tour on Saturday July 25th, 2015 in the Altadore neighborhood of 
Calgary. The Workout Tour is a traveling workout series that has quickly become a movement: 
Participants come together to exercise and receive guidance by trained Spartan Race Certified 
Coaches. Participating in this event will earn you the coveted “I Am Training for a Spartan Race” 
t-shirt! 
 
The Workout Tour, which will be led by certified SGX Spartan Race trainer Donald Wilkinson of 
Rooted Fitness Crossfit, costs $10 to participate with partial proceeds going to the Huntington 
Society of Canada to support those living with Huntington disease in the Calgary area. Spartan 
Race and obstacle course race newbies are very welcome to attend as we aim to prove to 
everyone who participates that they CAN conquer a Spartan Race if they put their mind to it! 
They also provide participants with tips for overall healthy living. 
 
The upcoming Workout Tour acts as a lead up to the Calgary Spartan Race 5k Sprint that will 
be held on August 15th and 16th, 2015 at the Wild Rose MX Park. The Sprint Race boasts over 
20 obstacles, 5km+ of muddy terrain and a great experience for competitors! 
 
Whether you are a Spartan veteran, a newbie, or anything in between, the Workout Tour will 
push you to your limit and get you pumped up for the Calgary 5k Sprint Race. You don’t need to 
be registered for the Calgary 5k Sprint to participate in the Workout Tour event. So, what can 
you do to be a part of this epic event? Sign up, show up and SPARTAN UP! Register online to 
secure your spot: http://www.spartanrace.ca, under the TRAIN tab click WCAN Spartan 
Workout to register! 
 
 
QUICK FACTS 
What: Spartan Race Workout Tour 
Where: In the Altadore neighborhood of Calgary (register to receive the exact location!) 
When: 10:00am-12:00pm 
Cost: $10.00 (partial proceeds go to charity) 
What to bring: Complete and signed waiver, water, a towel, and friends! 
To register visit: http://spartanrace.ca/western-canada-spartan-workout/. Space is limited. 
 
Exact Location: Altadore Alternative High School, 5003 20 St SW, Calgary, AB T2T 5A5 
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Huntington disease is a debilitating brain disorder that is fatal and does not have a cure. The symptoms, 
which may include uncontrollable jerking movements and relentless cognitive and emotional impairment, 
usually present between the ages of 30 and 50 and gradually worsen over the 10-25 year course of the 
disease. Eventually they lead to total incapacitation and death. About one in every 7,000 Canadians has HD 
and approximately one in every 5,500 is at-risk of developing the disease.  
 
The Huntington Society of Canada (HSC) is a respected leader in the worldwide effort to end Huntington  
disease. HSC is the only Canadian health charity dedicated to providing help and hope for families 
dealing with Huntington disease in Calgary and across Canada.  
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For more information on Huntington Disease 
Media Contact: 
Christina Steinmann  
Communications Coordinator  
Huntington Society of Canada  
csteinmann@huntingtonsociety.ca 
(800) 998 7398 ext. 130 
 
For more information on the Spartan Race Workout Tour 
Media Contact: 
Megan Gray 
canwestmarketing@spartan.com 
(778) 908-8877 
 


